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Abstract
In this paper we present some patterns we mined in Web applications that present
some kind of personalized structure or behavior. We first introduce the growing need to
include personalization features in Web applications and present a taxonomy for reasoning
about design structures for personalization. Finally, we present 4 personalization patterns:
Link Personalization, Content Personalization, Structure Personalization and Remote
Personalization
Introduction and Context
Building personalized Web applications, i.e. those applications that are responsive to
the individual needs of each user or group of users, is a challenging task. It involves a myriad
of different technologies that range from simple database views to software agents and
collaborative filtering algorithms. Personalization has become hype in areas such as electronic
commerce, and we can find hundreds of applications that claim to be fully customizable to
different user profiles or individuals. The number of possible personalization variants seems
countless. As with other Web features, a great variety of technologies and systems have been
developed and are available in the market [CACM00], but little or no attention has been paid
to the process of modeling and designing personalized Web applications.
In the past five years we have been mining patterns for different aspects of Web
applications such as their navigation topology [Rossi99a, Rossi99b], their interfaces
[Rossi00a]. Some patterns are specific to particular application fields like e-commerce
[Rossi00b] or to particular aspects like searching [Lyardet99]. In all cases, our Web patterns
are more similar to Alexandrian [Alexander77] patterns than to [Gamma95] patterns as they
are not described as collaboration among objects but as navigable design structures (as
Alexander’s urban structures).
The context in which we mined this patterns is the Object-Oriented Hypermedia
Design Method (OOHDM) approach [Schwabe98] though they can be obviously used with
other methods. In OOHDM a Web application is conceived as a hypermedia view on an
object model. This view comprises nodes (the objects that the user will navigate), links that
conform the navigation topology, navigation contexts that represent sets to be navigated
sequentially and different kinds of indexes. As with object-oriented patterns, hypermedia (and
Web) patterns go beyond the naive use of the basic theoretical concepts. These patterns
indicate how to build usable hypermedia topologies by creating elaborated structures.
The purpose of this paper is to present some recurrent design structures we find while
exploring and building personalized applications. Patterns for personalization can be analyzed
from different perspectives. For example we can think about object-oriented patterns usually
found in these kind of applications. By the way many [Gamma95] patterns are useful in this
context; for example using Strategy we can assign different algorithms for finding

recommendations to different users in an electronic store. Decorators can be used to assign
different access privileges in a Web application, etc (See [Rossi01]. Personalization can be
analyzed also from the point of view of how it is perceived by the user (i.e. how the
personalized interface looks like) or how personalized features are generated (e.g. chosen by
the user or automatically).
In this paper we chose to present some patterns that are based on what it is customized
more than how it is done. They present a rather coarse granularity so they can eventually be
refined in specific applications as it is shown. They show different kind of personalization that
one may usually find in successful web applications.

Link Personalization
Intent:
Adapt the navigation topology to the user’s needs or preferences
Motivation
Web applications involve accessing thousands of objects. However the way in which users
reach those objects may depend on many different factors. For example certain users may be
allowed to access to some information while others could be disallowed. In certain ecommerce applications for example we may want to suggest some items to a customer
according to his buying history. Though this product will be available to every user, each one
of them will reach the product following different paths.
Forces
•
•
•

Web applications deal with many objects and accessing them is not always
straightforward
Different users may have different access rights according to their role in the application.
Letting them know that they can not access an object after they tried to navigate to it is not
reasonable
We may want to take into account the user’s preferences to suggest them some items of
their interest.

Solution
Define personalized links for connecting different nodes of the application as shown in Figure
1. In this way, though the information space does not change (i.e. we do not need to modify
the objects, just the links) some nodes may be easier to access to some users tha n to others.
We may even preclude the access to certain information to some individuals or groups of
individuals by just providing the user with different sets of links. Link personalization may
involve complex algorithms that define target nodes according to user preferences. For
example in recommendation systems one may use collaborative filtering to find the nodes to
be recommended. In other cases the target nodes may be just obtained by querying a database
where they are explicitly organized (i.e. the data model itself contains the personalized
aspects).

The color of links indicates the individual that can follow that link. For the sake
of simplicity we did not include links that are perceived by every user

Figure 1: Different topologies for different users

Examples
The most widely known example of link personalization is in electronic stores as a way to
give recommendations or to personalize new products in the store. In Figure 2 we show an
example of Link personalization in Amazon.com. Another slightly different example can be
found in conference papers reviewing systems. Each reviewer is provided with a set of links
to the papers he will evaluate as shown in Figure 3. Notice that while in the first case, link
personalization is used just to facilitate the access to certain products (with a clear commercial
intent), in the second example the navigation space of each user is clearly different. They just
navigate different objects.

Different users will
have links to
different items

Figure 2: Link Personalization in Amazon.Com

Different reviewers will get
different links (pointing to
different papers and
recommendation records)

Figure 3: Link Personalization in Conference Reviewing Systems

Consequences
•
•
•

Provides cus tomizable navigation spaces according to users’ preferences or profiles
Gives an elegant way to implement access rights to specific nodes
May eventually complicate the underlying data model or require specific algorithms to get
links’ target objects

Related Patterns
Advising [Rossi00b] uses Link personalization when dealing with recommendations.
However we can provide non-personalized advice (for example towards some new products)
and we can use Link personalization in other situations different than advising. Link
personalization may be thought as a particular case of Content personalization and it is also
used to achieve Structure personalization (see next patterns).

Content Personalization
Intent
Provide the user with personalized contents in nodes
Motivation
In many Web applications we may want to provide users with slightly different content about
particular information items. For example, we may want that different buyers in a virtual store
pay different prices according to their buying history or show the price in his preferred
currency. Notice that while Link Personalization may help us to build personalized navigation
topologies it is still the case that we may need a finer grained information customization. We
could eventually solve this problem by personalizing links but we would split an object into
smaller objects containing the personalized attributes what is obviously not convenient. In the
context of an object-oriented modeling approach (like OOHDM) we need that an object that
will be perceived by users exhibit different values in its attributes when accessed by different
individuals.
Forces
•
•
•

Web applications deal with thousands of objects which may themselves have many
attributes
We may want to show different values of the same attribute (e.g. the price of a CD) to
different users
Adding new navigation objects may yield an unnatural network of nodes (e.g.
personalizing the link to different price objects)

Solution
Define personalized contents in nodes by letting the attributes of nodes vary according to the
user. This means that the value of an attribute should be treated as a function of the user as
shown in Figure 4. From an object-oriented point of view this means partially decoupling the
value of the attribute from its objects and coupling it with the user.

Small colored boxes indicate possible attribute values. Depending on
each user, the appropriate attribute values are selected. The colored
triangles indicate the customization filters that are applied in each
case

Figure 4: Personalizing the contents of a node
Examples
Individual pricing in e-commerce applications is the most widely known example of content
personalization. For example in www.half.com users can apply their discount certificates to
obtain better price for an item as shown in Figure 5.

Notice that the value of the
attribute Discount is
personalized according to the
user’s buying history

Figure 5: Content personalization in www.half.com
Another interesting example can be found in some intranet applications where different
users of the intranet read different text for the same item. For example in the ATL (a mobile
phone company in Rio the Janeiro) intranet, different sales channels receive different,
customized information about business procedures. When a call center attendant looks up
information about phone repairs he will receive the address of a repair center; when a repair

center employee looks up information for the same procedure, he will receive repair
instructions for the phone, as shown in Figure 6.

Call Center view

Instructions to
repair a phone

Repair Center view

Instructions to
repair a phone

Figure 6: Content Personalization in the ATL Intranet
Consequences
•
•

We improve personalization as the same object may look different when accessed by
different persons.
The navigation topology is not affected at all thus simplifying design and implementation

Related Patterns
Content Personalization has some intersections with Link Personalization and with Structure
Personalization (see this pattern below). Each time we personalize a link we are in fact

personalizing some aspect of the node’s content (its anchors). However we see these patterns
as different, because their intent is not the same.

Structure Personalization
Intent
Bound the navigation space to the aspects the user is interested in.
Motivation
Some kind of Web applications (such as information portals) not only involve dealing with a
great number of objects but mainly with a great variety of subjects and services. When you
face Web sites like netscape.com, cnn.com or even icq.com you may find yourself
overwhelmed not only by the number of possible links to follow but for the diversity of
subjects and possibilities (See Figure 7).

Figure 7: Cognitive overhead in a complex information structure
One solution to this problem is to organize those subjects in a taxonomic way but the result
may be that the user will be reluctant to navigate to lower level objects thus loosing the
opportunity to reach those objects. The problem here is how to find good structures for
information portals that give the user some freedom of navigation but without causing a
cognitive overhead because of the number of possible choices. The solution is to personalize
the structure of the site.

Forces
•
•
•

There are Web applications that involve dozens of different information concerns or
services
Users can not manage to find what they want to see when the information space is too
dense. Even when they found the information once, they will like to find it in an easier
way.
Different users may be interested in different subjects; some particular users may not be
interested at all on a particular subject or service

Solution
Personalize (or let the user do it) the structure of the Web site. Consider it as providing access
to a (potentially) big set of modules, each one of which may be itself composed of other ones
and eventually links to concrete information objects. Select only the modules in which the
user is interested in and from this modules only show the information that the user may like or
prefer to read, thus simplifying the appearance of web pages. In Figure 8 we show a schema
of what structure personalization implies.

Figure 8: Structure Personalization
In Figure 7 we show a Web page as an aggregation of different modules (See Figure 8 for a
concrete example). Each color indicates a particular user. Notice that different users perceive
a different modules structure for their own pages.
Examples
The most widely known examples of structure personalization can be found in my.xx.com
sites like www.my.yahoo.com or www.mycnn.com , in which the user personalizes his page
according to his interests. For example in my.yahoo.com one can select a set of modules
(from a large number including weather, news, technological news, Financial Portfolios,
Travel, Health, etc). Each module can be further customized; for instances we can choose the
temperature of which cities in the world we can see or the musical genre from which we want
to have news as shown in Figure 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Structure Personalization in my.yahoo.com

Consequences
•
•
•

The overall navigation space is reduced taking into account the users’ interests.
Customization is usually performed by the user manually which may be a burden for him.
It may be necessary to provide an interface for letting the user personalize the structure

Related Patterns
Structure personalization is strongly related with link personalization. In almost every
example of structure personalization we can find some customization of the links topology.
However, personalizing structure involves a higher level view of the site’s structure by
viewing it as a set of modules from which the user selects what he wants.

Client-side Personalization
Intent
Allow a Web application to provide different customized information when accessed from
different client sites
Motivation
Suppose you are building a Web application that is conceived to be accessed from different
contexts (as an added service to other applications). For example some news portals like
CNN.com allows you to have views on the information from you site. Amazon.com also lets
you have a link to its page with a specialized search query (for example after a yahoo search
you can directly link to amazon to search a book with those keywords).
The problem arises if you want that this service can be customized from the client application
in such a way that when accessing your applications from different places, it can show, for,
example, different information.
Forces
•
•
•

Some Web applications are supposed to provide public (or semi public) services to other
applications, such as providing information search facilities, etc
In these kind of applications it may be necessary to provide different “views” of the same
service
We may even want to give different services according to the client “profile”

Solution
Let the client application personalize what will be seen from the service provider and how it
fits into the client site. Notice that Remote Personalization is implemented in the provider side
by allowing clients to personalize services. There are basically two kind of remote
personalization strategies. One is to let the client application show some “window” of the
service provider information. The other one is to customize what will be seen in the service
provider side when navigating to it from one of the client sites.
In Figure 10 we show a schema of what remote personalization means.

.Service Provider

Client applications

Figure 10: Remote Personalization Schema
In Figure 10 different client web applications can personalize their “window” into the
information sea provided by the service provider.
Examples
There are many interesting examples of this kind of customization. For example amazon.com
let “associates” sites to personalize what a user will see in Amazon while navigating from the
other site. In Figure 11 we show part of the process of personalization; in Figure 12
meanwhile we show what we seen in Amazon when entering from the personalized client.

Figure 11: Personalizing the access to Amazon.com

Figure 12: The “client-side” personalized Amazon
In octopus.com you can personalize the “information window” you have to other sites as
shown in Figure 13. Notice that this example of client-side personalization is rather similar to
the personalization of links. However from the server side (in this case CNN.com) the case is
completely different: again you are personalizing what you see from clients.

Figure 13: Client -side customization in Octopus.com

Consequences
•
•
•

You can provide an additional service to other sites by allowing them to choose what they
will use from yours
Personalization is usually manual, what may be a burden
You must provide an interface for clients to personalize their views

Related Patterns
When viewed from the client sites, this pattern may be similar to structure and link
personalization. In Figure 13 for example Octopus.com is a good example of Structure
Customization. However from the server side (CNN, Bloomberg, etc) this pattern reflects the
decoupling one may find in the Observer design pattern, where the base information of the
server represents the subject and each client (including the “default” view) represent an
observer.
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